
Is Driving Alone for Long Commutes Associated with Poor Mental Health
Outcomes?

Abstract
In this study, we model mental health with relevant predictors to investigate whether driving alone for

more than 30 minutes is associated with poor mental health outcomes. We use county-level data on
various measures of health outcomes to conduct a best subsets analysis to create models with the

explanatory variables that best predict mental health. We then conducted an Extra Sum of Squares test to
determine whether driving alone for a long time is associated with poor mental health outcomes. Our

analysis shows that driving alone for a long commute has a statistically significant association with poor
mental health outcomes when other factors are taken into account; however, we cannot conclude that

these results have practical significance.



Introduction
Commuting to work is a common aspect of contemporary American society. According to the US census,
in 2019, average one-way commute time is 27.6 minutes. Previous research shows that satisfaction with
work commute times, for all types of commute, decreases as the time spent commuting to and from work
increases (Olsson et al., 2013). Also, life satisfaction scores are lower for longer commute times (Clark et
al, 2013). Clark and his team found that psychological strain is greater for those with longer commute
times (2013).

Using commute modes that include interaction with other individuals, such as carpooling and public
transportation, was found to have a significant negative association with mental health issues, while
driving alone to work was found to have a strong and statistically significant positive association with
poor mental health (Ferenchek et al., 2014).

However, there are conflicting results for the effect of long commutes on mental health for different
income quintiles, family type, gender, and age. (Clark et al., 2013; Feng Z and Boyle, 2014). Given this
rather contradictory and complicated existing literature, we wanted to see if there are any associations
between the average number of self-reported poor mental health days in a county and the percentage of
the working population that drives alone to work for more than 30 minutes in a US county. Our study is
distinguished from previous research as we look at aggregate county-level data in the USA. We conducted
a best subsets analysis, considering numerous variables (and their interactions) that might influence
mental health before considering the influence of driving alone for long commutes. We hypothesize that
the proportion of the population that drives alone for a long commute has a positive association with
average poor mental health days in a month, due to factors such as increased boredom and decreased
leisure time caused by driving alone for a long commute.

Data
Our first dataset, 2020 County Health Rankings Data, was obtained from County Health Rankings &
Roadmaps. This dataset compiles data on various health outcome measures by US county, collected from
many different sources such as American Community Surveys, 5-year estimates, Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System, and Bureau of Labor Statistics, using telephone surveys and through accessing vital
registration systems.1 We combined data on the area of each county from the Missouri Census Data
Center with the population data from the 2020 County Health Rankings dataset to calculate the population
density of each county.

We identified 21 explanatory variables that previous research has found to be associated with mental
health outcomes. We had two variables in our dataset related to driving alone and long commutes: %
Drive Alone to Work, which is the percentage of the working population that drives alone to work, and %
Long Commute_Drives Alone, which is the percentage of the population that drives alone to work for
more than 30 minutes one way. To find the percentage of the entire working population that drives alone
for more than 30 minutes, we multiplied these two variables to create the variable
LongCommuDriveAlone, which is our key explanatory variable of interest.

1 County Health Rankings & Roadmaps and MCDC Data Applications (see reference list).
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Our response variable, PoorMentalHealthDays, shows the average number of mentally unhealthy days
reported in the past 30 days. We transformed Unemployed, MedianIncome, and PopulationDensity using
the log function to deal with skewed distributions.(Appendix 1). The Suicides and DrugOverdoseDeaths
variables had many missing values, indicating less than 10 suicides or drug overdose deaths per 10000
people. We encoded these variables to be 1 for more than 12 drug overdose deaths per 10000 people and 0
if less than 12. We omitted observations with missing values for the few that remained in our dataset.
Ultimately, we were left with 3,112 counties of all 50 U.S. states, with each county being one observation.

Methods
We first started with a reduced model that included all 21explanatory variables in our dataset that possibly
had a meaningful association with poor mental health, and excluded the key explanatory variable of
interest, LongCommuDriveAlone. We then conducted a best subsets analysis, which essentially compares
all possible linear models, and displays the combination of predictors that best explains mental health or
gives the largest adjusted R2 values. We chose to create a model that explained the data well but did not
include too many explanatory variables (See Appendix 2 for explanatory variables included in the best
subsets model).

We then regressed PoorMentalHealthDays against all the variables included in our best subsets model
along with all their possible interactions. We chose four interactions to include in our reduced subsets
model, by selecting the interaction coefficients that were statistically significant at the 1% significance
level. Including the interactions in the final subsets model improved our adjusted R2 slightly (by
approximately 0.03).

Our full model is almost identical to our final subsets model, but it includes our key explanatory variable
of interest, LongCommuDriveAlone and its interactions with all other explanatory variables. Finally, we
conducted an Extra Sum of Squares test to compare the final subsets model and the full model, to see if
adding LongCommuDriveAlone and its relevant interactions significantly improves the overall fit of the
model. (See Appendix 2 for visualizations of how LongCommuDriveAlone relates to combinations of
other explanatory variables.)

Results
Our final reduced model had an adjusted R2 value of 0.7621, suggesting that it explains approximately
76.2% of the variation in the data. Note that (from Appendix 3) all the variables included in the model
except the variable FoodInsecurity were significant in the model. Also, residual plot analyses did not raise
any concern for the normality assumption (Appendix 4).

The Extra Sum of Squares (ESS) test of the full model versus the final reduced model resulted in a
p-value of less than 2.2e-16, which suggests that there is a statistically significant difference in
goodness-of-fit between the two models (Appendix 5). Additionally, the full model including
LongCommuDriveAlone and its interactions has a slightly better adjusted R2 value of 0.7735, indicating
that the full model describes the variation in the data more than the final reduced model (Appendix 6). If
we plot LongCommuDriveAlone against PoorMentalHealthDays, we see no significant relationship or
pattern (Appendix 7). Therefore, the addition of the LongCommuDriveAlone variable seems to slightly
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improve the model only when we take into account the effect of other variables (See Appendix 8 for
visualizations of these interactions). This supports our hypothesis that there is an association between the
proportion of a population that drives alone for a long commute and the number of poor mental health
days people experience, when we consider other factors. However, because the difference in the adjusted
R2 value between the reduced model and the full model is only 0.0115, we cannot conclude that this
association is practically significant.

Discussion
Our findings agree with previous literature but we do not see a practically significant association between
LongCommuDriveAlone and PoorMentalHealthDays. Previous literature proposed that the negative
association could be because commutes like driving alone are active, as opposed to more passive
commutes like carpooling where one can be kept occupied through other means like watching a movie
(Ferenchak et al., 2013). Our analysis supports previous research that portends that the effect of driving
alone on mental health is dependent on other factors like sleep habits, income level, food security and
perception of their own physical health.2 This does not suggest that driving alone for a long commute is
not associated with poor mental health outcomes, but rather that the strength of this association could be
highly dependent on the interactions between the explanatory variables.

Our study is limited in several ways. Firstly, as we used self-reported poor mental health days as our
response variable, our results could be unreliable as poor mental health is subjective (Blackwelder, 2021).
In addition, because our data is aggregated at the county level and is not at the individual level as in
previous studies, it may be the case that our analysis did not pick up on individual-level patterns that other
studies have observed. This also means that our results cannot be extended to the individual level.

Previous research suggests that there is a strong positive association between driving alone and serious
mental illness (Ferenchak et al., 2013). However, Ferenchak and team found a negative association
between carpooling and serious mental illness which suggests that it isn’t the drive itself but the driving
alone that could be the distressor. Therefore, our research could be expanded to show how different
measures of mental health indicators correlate with commuting alone specifically. Notice that the map of
mainland USA shows that some areas have a higher proportion of the population experiencing more poor
mental health days than others (Appendix 9). This indicates potential for further regional work in the
proportion of people who struggle with poor mental health.

Despite potential limitations in this study, our research provides insight into the variables that influence
poor mental health, as well as the association between driving alone for a long commute and mental
health outcomes at the county level. This is helpful in enhancing our understanding of factors correlated
with mental health and the health risks that could arise due to driving alone for more than 30 minutes.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Histogram of the distribution of explanatory variables which indicate a skewed distribution

(Unemployed, MedianHouseholdIncome, PopulationDensity).

Appendix 2: Corrplot for Explanatory Variables in Full Model. 3

3 Note: ** Since PoorPhysicalHealthDays was highly correlated with PoorMentalHealthDays, we chose
PoorFairHealth as an indicator of physical health to avoid overfitting. PoorFairHealth shows the
percentage of adults who report poor or fair health, when asked to rate their health as Excellent, Very
Good, Good, Fair, or Poor.
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Appendix 3: Final Reduced Model Summary. The model is our chosen best subset model including
significant interactions between the explanatory variables.

Appendix 4: Results from the Extra Sum Squares test of the Final Reduced Model versus the Full Model.
The low p-value suggests a significant difference in the goodness-of-fit between the two models.
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Appendix 5: Residual plots for the final reduced model. Assumptions of normality and equal variance are
met.

Appendix 6: Plot of Long Commute Drive Alone against Poor Mental Health Days. We can observe no
significant relationship or pattern.
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Appendix 7: Full Model Summary.
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Appendix 8: Interaction between Long Commute Drive Alone and other Explanatory Variables

Appendix 9: Distribution of PoorMentalHealthDays across Mainland United States.
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